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Teaching Challenging Texts and Encouraging Inquiry Remotely
Aisha Ratanapool
Department of English, College of Liberal Arts
This practice is designed to help first-year composition 
students understand and confidently discuss complex texts 
in a remote course. Students read Tressie McMillan 
Cottom’s “The Logic of Stupid Poor People” and generate a 
question that they genuinely have about the reading. They 
trade questions with assigned group members. Each 
student answers a peer’s question by writing a short 
analysis and posting it to the discussion board on Canvas. I 
re-direct the discussion as needed using the comment 
feature. Once they have re-read the text, engaged in 
conversation, and weighed multiple perspectives, they craft 
an informed answer to their initial question.
In English 101, some students feel like not having all of the 
answers about a text after a first read is unacceptable. 
However, when students take ENG 102, courses in the soft 
and hard sciences, or enroll in graduate school, they are 
expected to use methods of inquiry to discover knowledge 
and solve problems. Creating a culture of inquiry in non-
research based courses helps students enhance their skills 
in critical thinking, reading, writing, collaboration, and 
argumentation. 
Evidence it Benefits 
Students
References
Teaching Practice & 
the Need it Addresses
How Others Can Adopt This 
Practice
This method can be used to reinforce complex concepts in 
a multitude of disciplines such as biology, sociology, 
psychology, education, history, and criminal justice. For 
example, in a criminal justice class, a student may ask, 
“How does criminal law differ from civil law?” As students 
present possible answers to their peer’s question, the 
instructor listens and guides the discussion. Not only does 
this activity encourage students to take control over the 
material and teach a digestible portion of it to their peers, 
but it gives them an opportunity to listen to different 
interpretations of course content. 
Resources and Where to Find Them
Read more of Cottom’s essays, including “The Logic of Stupid Poor 
People,” here: https://tressiemc.com/
Journals Dedicated to Innovative Pedagogy in Higher Education:
Innovative Higher Education: 
https://www.springer.com/journal/10755
International Journal of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education: 
http://www.isetl.org/ijtlhe/index.cfm
Cottom, McMillan, Tressie. “The Logic of Stupid Poor People.” UNLV 
Writes: A Guide to Rhetoric, Writing, and Research, edited by Erica 
Wnek. W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 2020, pp. 548-53.
Forsythe, Guilia. THICK. Creative Commons, 
https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/98afc3bb-3637-4a65-
a654-d14583d7644b.
When I first assigned this reading, without the inquiry 
component, students misunderstood Cottom’s main 
argument and rhetorical strategies such as sarcasm. 
However, after they traded questions, dissected the text to 
respond to a peer’s question, and interacted on the 
discussion board, they were better equipped to answer their 
own question about the text. Their scores were significantly 
higher on activities with the inquiry-based component. 
Exchanging ideas, exploring peer questions, and my 
facilitation of the discussion helped students grasp the 
complexity of the reading.
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Textual Evidence: “We hate us some poor people. First, they 
insist on being poor when it is so easy not to be poor. They do 
things like buy expensive designer belts and $2,500 luxury 
handbags” (540). 
Student Question: “What makes some people think it’s more 
important to look wealthy rather than be wealthy?”
Peer Response: “I think she is saying that less-fortunate people 
might wear expensive items so others see them as equals in 
serious situations like job interviews. Unfortunately, some people 
will treat others a certain way if they “look the part.” 
Instructor Response: Cottom is aware of people's assumptions 
about her and others based on race and gender and of the 
complex historical and institutional limits placed on people of 
color when it comes to attaining equality, wealth, status, and 
power. She also affirms that her mother's respectable way of 
speaking and best clothes signaled that she was worthy of one 
gatekeeper’s time. Cottom asks, "How do you put a price on the 
double-take of a clerk at the welfare office who decides you might 
not be like those other trifling women in the waiting room and 
provides an extra bit of information about completing a form that 
you would not have known to ask about?" (550).
